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Abstract – In modern society, there is a great demand to
quickly input large amount of printed and handwritten
information into the computer, therefore everyone rely
heavily on computers to process huge volumes of data. The
primary objective is to allow vocally handicapped people to
use the computer or to read documents in an easier way. The
system is divided into two parts first is Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) and second part is text to speech. In the
first part, Virtual Instrument is developed in which a colored
image that contains the characters is converted into grayscale
image and characters are trained and in the second part;
conversion from text to speech is developed. The mean of
average inspection time, standard deviation, minimum
inspection time and maximum inspection time in ms is
measured. There are some variations in time parameters
because of factors like number of characters recognized, line
profile, histogram, brightness, contrast and gamma
correction values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In modern society, everyone rely heavily on computers
to process huge volumes of data. Related to this and for
economic reasons or business requirements, there is a
great demand for quickly inputting the mountains of
printed and handwritten information into the computer.
Often these data exist on paper and they have to be typed
into the computer by human operators, for example,
billions of letters in the mail, checks, payment slips,
income tax forms, and many other business forms and
documents. Such time-consuming and error-prone
processes have been lightened by the invention of OCR
(optical character recognition) systems [1].

At the present time, most Optical Character Recognition
systems use a recognition methodology [2]. Optical
character recognition, usually abbreviated to OCR, is the
mechanical or electronic conversion of scanned images of
handwritten, typewritten or printed text into machine-
encoded text. Speech synthesis is the technique of
artificially generating human speech. A text-to speech
(TTS) system converts a normal text of any language for
which it is designed into speech. It is a computer based
system that can read text aloud automatically, regardless
of whether the text is introduced by a computer input
stream or scanned input submitted to an Optical character
recognition (OCR) engine [3]. Although speech is the
most natural and effective method of communication
between human beings, it is not easy to quickly review,
retrieve, and reuse speech documents if they are simply

recorded as audio signal [4]. The method proposed by
Wing Seong wong [5] was a novel approach for
incorporating OCR technology within a form-processing
environment in order to extract contextual cue words. The
information was then used to provide contextual
information to the Cursive Script Recognition (CSR)
system so that different sets of lexicons can be chosen for
different fields in a form in order to produce an improved
recognition rate.

II. PROPOSED WORK

The text in an image is not editable: the letters are made
of tiny dots (pixels) that together form a picture of text.
During OCR, the software analyzes an image and converts
the pictures of the characters to editable text based on the
patterns of the pixels in the image. The objective is to
develop a Speech synthesis system based on Optical
Character Recognition System using LabVIEW. So the
system is divided into two parts. First, in this part a
character based image will be taken and the characters in
the image will be trained using OCR training interface in
LabVIEW 2012. An OCR system will be developed using
IMAQ vision which requires National Instruments Vision
Development Module 2012. The OCR will result into a
string that the VI will read. The main objective in the OCR
system is to calculate time parameters like Average
Inspection Time, Maximum Inspection Time, Minimum
Inspection Time, and Standard Deviation and to develop
Text-to-speech Conversion system. In the second part text
generated from OCR will be entered to perform speech
conversion. The VI will demonstrate text to speech in
LabVIEW 2012 using the Speech SDK5.1 ActiveX tools
from Microsoft. This VI will load list boxes with the
voices and audio devices available for use on user’s
computer .The user can enter text directly into the front
panel string control or provide a path to a .txt file
containing text. Pressing the go button will play the text.
Before pressing go, user can adjust the rate and volume of
the selected voice.

III. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED

SYSTEM

A. Training Characters and Reading Characters
In the first step acquire an image with characters and

train the characters using OCR training interface as shown
in Figure 1: Training involves teaching OCR the
characters and/or patterns that user want to detect during
the reading procedure.
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Fig.1. National Instruments OCR Training Interface

B. The LabVIEW Application
The software application that realizes the image

acquisition and image processing for OCR is realized in
LabVIEW 2012. In addition to the libraries of LabVIEW
2012 it was necessary to use supplementary functions
from the NI Vision Development Module 2012. This
Development Module contains software functions that are
dedicated to image processing (histogram, line profile,
color plane extraction, filters, thresholding and brightness
etc.). In Fig.2 are depicted the blocks responsible for
image processing functions such as histogram, line profile
and BCG values along with image acquisition. The front
panel window for the OCR system is shown below in
Fig.3

Fig.2. The LabVIEW routines responsible for image
acquisition and processing

When the VI is executed it first asks to open the
character set file and then image file is loaded in to the
system and it reads abc file for displaying previously
teached characters. User need to draw a ROI to read the
characters and the OCR will result in to a string of
characters as shown in Front panel of OCR system in
Figure 3: IMAQ Extract VI is used to extract an image or
part of an image with adjustment of the horizontal and
vertical resolution. IMAQ Dispose VI destroys an image
and frees the space it occupied in memory. IMAQ OCR VI

reads the text in the image and identifies all objects in the
image based on the properties set, and then compares each
object with every character in the character set file.

Fig.3. Front panel window of OCR system

C. Speech synthesis system
This VI loads list boxes with the voices and audio

devices available for use on user’s computer so user can
select the ones user would like to use. User can enter text
directly into the front panel string control or provide a path
to a .txt file containing text. Pressing the Go button will
play the text through user’s selected audio device. Before
pressing Go, user can adjust the rate and volume of the
selected voice. The front panel window is shown in Fig.4:

Fig.4. Front panel window for text to speech conversion

IV. RESULTS

Table 1: Shows the result for BCG values for different
images

S.
No

Image File
Name

Brightnes
s

Contrast Gamma
Correction

1. cgc landran.jpg 150 48.8 2.19
2. inspirational-

quotes-about-
life-3.jpg

151 55.5 0.6

3. mother-teresa-
quotes-13.png

140 45 1.9

4. 5366.jpg 141 60.9 1.61
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Table 2: Results for image inspirational-quotes-about-life-3.jpg
S.No. Step Name Average Inspection

Time in ms
Standard

Deviationin ms
Minimum Inspection

Time  in ms
Maximum Inspection

Time in ms
1 Histogram 0.009 0.002 0.006 0.013

Line Profile 0.007 0.002 0.005 0.009
Brightness 17.918 0.847 17.289 19.244
OCR 168.613 6.996 161.035 180.216
Total 186.547 7.847 178.335 199.482

2 Histogram 0.009 0.002 0.007 0.011
Line Profile 0.007 0.002 0.005 0.010
Brightness 18.398 0.854 17.330 19.278
OCR 168.119 6.693 161.125 177.763
Total 186.533 7.551 178.467 197.062

3 Histogram 0.010 0.001 0.007 0.012
Line Profile 0.011 0.007 0.006 0.030
Brightness 18.084 0.893 17.280 19.615
OCR 170.502 7.347 161.619 180.723
Total 188.607 8.248 178.912 200.38

4 Histogram 0.010 0.002 0.007 0.012
Line Profile 0.007 0.002 0.005 0.010
Brightness 18.741 0.974 17.290 19.731
OCR 171.518 7.78 162.012 183.114
Total 190.276 8.758 179.314 202.867

5 Histogram 0.010 0.002 0.006 0.012
Line Profile 0.008 0.002 0.005 0.011
Brightness 18.289 0.986 17.302 19.704
OCR 172.645 10.301 161.269 191.332
Total 190.952 11.291 178.582 211.059

The result was also obtained for four different formats
of images and the average inspection time, maximum
inspection time, standard deviation and minimum
inspection time in ms was also measured for all the four
images.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work different images with characters is acquired
using IMAQ vision and various image processing
functions such as histogram, line profile and brightness are
used. The mean of average inspection time varies from 67
to 284ms, standard deviation varies from 1 to 7ms,
minimum inspection time varies from 65 to 277ms and
maximum inspection time varies from 71 to 296 ms which
is calculated for different images. The various calculated
time parameters are dependent on number of characters
recognized, line profile, histogram and brightness, contrast
and gamma correction values. The output of speech
synthesis system is in the form of speech signal which can
be heard through speaker.
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